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This is Muhammad Marmaduke Pickthall (1875-1936) classic translation of the Meaning of the

Glorious Qur'an. Pickthall, an English who embraced Islam in 1917 traveled widely in the Muslim

World. He worked for 15 years with Muslims in the Indian subcontinent as editor of Islamic Culture.

Later he served as imam of the London Mosque (Notting Hill).
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... and research showed this particular English translation arguably to be the "best". It's a hard read;

but instead of "hearing" what it "says", best to check it out first-hand. Certainly any translation of a

document into English may not give the reader a "feel" for the original, but if it is true to the original

language, at least one may learn what it says.

Great explanation at the beginning of every surah. One of the best translations of the Qur'an. 4 stars

only because I was expecting the English to be of the more modern times as compared to other

translations.

It used to be said that "You can't tell the players without a program." As far as the Qur'an is

concerned, it is also true. Pickthall does us a great favor by letting us know a little about the sura

before we begin studying it. The size of the book also helps; one would not be as likely to bring one

of the larger Qur'ans across town to compare notes with other groups or during talks or teaching

sessions. Pickthall's translation, unlike others', is very easy to read. I find that it makes immediate



sense and flows much smoother than others. Considering size, cost, and content, it is a good

choice.

A very good translation of the Quran by an Englishman who converted to Islam. The only drawback

to this particular translation is that the style of English used is reminiscent of the Old English style

used in the King James translation of the Bible, and so can be a bit difficult to understand on

occasion. Other than this, very good. An easier to understand translation would be "The Meaning of

the Holy Quran" by "Abdullah Yusuf Ali". Often that translation also contains historical commentary

to make it easier to understand the history and context of much of what is written, and helps to

eliminate many common misunderstandings and misconceptions.
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